Backup all of your XLs with or without historic data
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XL V2 Ready!

Distribute ALL or ONLY PARTS of XL configurations
Quickly independently update:
Parts
Jobs
Schedule
"All Production Page"
Edit one section in ONE XL and distribute to ALL devices!

Extract Reason Codes, Job and parts from all devices
Send Commands to groups of XLs
Clear Errors, Erase Streams, Reset Devices
Send XL-II Protocol commands

Identify Asset and IP Address of XLs
Force IP address and Asset ID to show

XL V2 Ready!

Visualize multiple configurations side-by-side
See multiple configurations in an expandable list.
Synchronized scrolling lets you focus on the same part.

Compare multiple configurations!
Color-coded differences to know exactly what's changed
See counts of how many differences at each level
Know what you have to add, remove or change in order
to harmonize your XL configurations!
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Scheduled Backup with Compare and E-mail!
Automatically backs up configurations and history
Saves new backup if changes in configuration or history
E-Mails any changes found during auto backup/compare!
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Analyze
Y

Search for "where used" programs, messages, etc.
Search for literal strings or numbers

Edit
Make changes configurations during visualization
Copy & Paste Programs, Messages, Graphics etc.
Validate to insure referential integrity

Free - 2 Hour 3 Device trial!*
Pricing is based on the number of Vorne XL devices.
10-Pack (Annual/One-Time)
Each after Pack purchase (Annual/One-Time)
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Upon Request

BASIC
$2495/$3995
$50/$100

ADVANCED
$3995/$5995
$100/$150

License: Product is node-locked to a PC/Server. Additional license seats can be purchased at a discount for the same
location/installation. Call or E-mail for quote. Annual licenses must be renewed each year from the original data of
purchase if the software is still required. One-Time licenses will function indefinitely.
Installation: Product can be installed on both a server and desktop PC for interactive and back-end activities.
Training: Includes one hour of training - guiding users through the basics of Configuration Studio and designating one user
as point person to become subject matter expert. Additional training available and quoted upon request.
Support: E-mail, telephone and online product support is included in the price of the software. Users should have a
working knowledge of typical Microsoft Windows applications and have a thorough understanding of Vorne XL configuration.
Vorne XL factory training is always recommended for those who manage Vorne XL devices. Please contact Vorne
Industries for a schedule of their training sessions in Itasca, Illinois.
Note: Wireless networks are discouraged as any interruption of transfer can cause an indeterminate device state. This
may require physical access to the device using a serial cable and instructions from Vorne Industry to recover.
*Trial License: Supports only download and functions that don't affect the operation of the XL with the exception of Device
Identify which temporarily and non-distructively displays the each device's Asset ID and IP Address.

Contact Us:
info@sulzerconsulting.com
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